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– Nikki Baird, Managing Partner, Retail Systems Research

OVERVIEW

“Cross-channel, and how retailers organize to serve consumers no matter 
what the channel, will be the biggest differentiator going forward.”

Shoppers today expect a consistent experience no matter where or 
how they interact with a brand or retailer. They want an integrated 
experience from the website, to the retail store, when talking with a 
customer service representative on the phone – even when perusing 
what's on sale using their mobile phone.  

Yet, in most retail organizations, customer touchpoints are siloed in 
separate departments, creating a disjointed shopping experience – 
anything but consistent. And the rapid emergence of new touchpoints 
such as mobile and social media only adds to the complexity.

Study after study has confirmed that consumers who receive a 
consistent, favorable experience across multiple touchpoints, spend 
more, buy more often, and are more loyal than other shoppers. In 
essence, shoppers reward companies that eliminate the barriers 
between web sites, stores, call centers, catalogs, and direct 
marketing campaigns.  

CrossView’s Cross-Channel Playbook will assist you in winning the 
affections of these shoppers – and the wallet share they command. 
We’ll help you create a cohesive cross-channel strategy that delivers 
consistency across all touchpoints, and integrates your unique 
requirements, goals and objectives.   



A Comprehensive Roadmap

“Used smartly and in combination with common-sense marketing, 
technology is an enabler of great customer loyalty programs, particularly 
an infrastructure optimized for cross-channel selling.”

The Cross-Channel Playbook takes a critical 
look at your touchpoints along the customer’s 
path to purchase. Disconnects are revealed 
across the overall experience, including 
messaging, nomenclature, pricing, offers, and 
business rules. We benchmark these experi-
ences against customer expectations, your 
competitors’ offerings, and the best practitioners 
in retail. Lastly, we deliver a set of user scenarios 
that describe the ideal customer experiences 
across all touchpoints for your shoppers.

Our proven methodology will provide a comprehen-
sive roadmap and a set of best practices. Think of 
it this way – we’ll help you see what your custom-
ers experience when they interact with you today 
– the good and the bad. Then we’ll assist you in 
re-envisioning the experience with new touchpoints, 
streamlined processes or whatever it takes.   

The playbook will help you chart your cross-
channel game plan – helping you formulate your 
strategy from the ground up or redefine what you’ve 
already put in place. We’ll answer key questions 
you should be asking as you endeavor to improve 

the customer experiences you create, including: 

•   How are consumers shopping?

•   How have shopper expectations changed?

•   What new experiences are now possible?

•   What is my competition doing and what are     
they planning?

•   What are the best-in-class retailers doing?

•   How can I get ahead of the curve?

•   How can I make sure my investments in 
customer experience have a favorable ROI?

•   How can I maximize every customer touchpoint 
and ensure I get the highest possible lifetime 
value from each shopper?

A well-integrated roadmap answers these questions 
in the context of your business. Yes, technology 
plays a pivotal role, but strategy is the bedrock of a 
cross-channel enterprise. This document delivers 
insight you need into decision factors and processes 
that can enable greater success creating a unified 
experience across all channels and using customer 
intelligence wisely.

– Jason Goldberg, Vice President, Strategy & Customer Experience, CrossView
Article: http://multichannelmerchant.com/crosschannel/news/5-secrets-to-loyal-multichannel-customers-0309/
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– Barbara Turf, CEO, Crate & Barrel

Why Cross-Channel?

“We are a company that grew up with both a catalog and stores. Today, 
our catalog has become an inspiration piece that drives customers to 
shop online or in-store. Our goal is to create a customer experience that is 
seamless across all channels.”

Today’s typical path to purchase might start with 
a consumer receiving a catalog in the mail that 
inspires them to consider a new purchase.  

They might search and follow-up with visits to  
various websites to investigate.  

Next, a mobile phone could be used to help choose  
a specific store. A host of in-store experiences will 
help the shopper make a preliminary purchase 
decision, and a quick check on a social network 
via a mobile phone in the store might be the final 
pre-shopping ritual.  

After the purchase, a conversation with a customer 
service representative at a call-center may be the 
factor that determines if the shopper becomes a 
loyal advocate of the retail brand or merely a 
one-time purchaser.

It’s no longer enough to offer a single touchpoint for 
shoppers. Today customers expect the ability to shift 
seamlessly between touchpoints according to their 
individual preferences. To a large extent, where they 
buy is irrelevant.  

What is relevant is their experience across all 
channels. It needs to be uniform and information 
needs to be consistently available, including detailed 
product information, customer preferences, and 
shopping history.  

Instead of browsing through stores, finding 
something and buying it in a continuous sequence, 
consumers today use technology to traverse across 
the shopping process wherever and whenever they 
want. No longer an uninterrupted flow, shopping is 
turning into a series of steps: 

Awareness     Research     Purchase     Possession 



Defining a New Path 

“The key is to think about the kind of customer experience you want to 
enable and understand what customers want, and how you can keep 
delivering against those expectations.”

The retailers that master the art of listening, learning and empowering 
customers are better positioned to satisfy today’s shopper. The challenge lies 
in building and executing a cohesive cross-channel strategy that addresses 
dynamic variables along with the unique demands of the business – customer 
sets and their expectations, sales targets, technology investments, and more.  

This is the journey that every great merchant takes – and CrossView can help 
define your unique path.

Based upon our ongoing work for clients across the retail spectrum, CrossView 
has a methodology for helping retailers build, refine and launch effective 
cross-channel strategies. Each strategy integrates the needs of the business, 
customer expectations and best practices  across the industry and is tailored 
to the specific sector in which the client does business. 

The strategy that emerges is based not only on an inventory and analysis 
of the enterprise’s goals and objectives, but on our deep and multi-faceted 
understanding of the retail environment and technologies – available and 
emerging – to help serve retailers.

Across countless client engagements, CrossView has helped retailers 
transform their business from single-channel sales models to cross-channel 
enterprises -- whether they are marketing cookware, outdoor apparel or 
automotive parts and accessories. 

– Jason Goldberg, Vice President, Strategy & Customer Experience, CrossView
Article: http://multichannelmerchant.com/crosschannel/news/5-secrets-to-loyal-multichannel-customers-0309/
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“Most customers aren’t necessarily insisting on the best price. Instead, they 
want a good price and a great experience. They’re willing to spend a small 
amount more if the service is exceptional.”

The strategy we develop for each retailer is designed around multiple variables 
in each client’s business, including:

•   Market – Size, competition, position

•   Customer expectations 

•   Best practices within retail segment

•   Business processes and organization structure 

•   Sales model and existing channels

•   Brand and value proposition

•   Budget

Each engagement is unique and every strategy is different. But the process for 
identifying the best path to take on this ongoing journey is based on discovery, 
analysis and recommendations that include four steps. These steps serve as 
the framework for our methodology:

The Path to Purchase – 
No Longer Straight & Narrow
Consider these statistics:

•   60% of the people that buy from a Best Buy cash 
register started their shopping trip on Bestbuy.com

•   45% of the shoppers in the check-out line at the 
Home Depot started at HomeDepot.com.  

•   Every $1 a shopper spends on BestBuy.com drives 
$10 in retail sales. Every $1 spent on HomeDepot.
com drives $60 in retail sales.  

•   At Urban Outfitters, shoppers that used at least 
three touchpoints, spend six times as much as 

shoppers that used a single touchpoint.

Consumers have never had more 
purchasing options. They can change 
brands and retailers with a simple 
click of the mouse or a tap of the 

mobile phone.  

So it’s imperative for retailers to offer 
a robust cross-channel experience that 

delivers against customer expectations. Every 
touchpoint must inspire the shopper to move forward.           
Every interaction must be seen as influential in the 
purchase decision. 

– Jason Goldberg, Vice President, Strategy & Customer Experience, CrossView
Article: http://www.portfolio.com/resources/2011/02/24/loyalty-programs-do-not-make-customers-more-likely-to-shop-with-a-particular-brand

DISCOVERY

FACILITATED BRAINSTORMING

CROSS-CHANNEL AUDIT

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 2 3 4
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DISCOVERY
The first step in building a comprehensive cross-channel strategy involves 
getting to know you. CrossView retail strategists conduct on-site workshops 
– a series of in-depth fact-finding sessions where we look at your retail 
enterprise and amass key data about you.

Exploration areas include:

• Key performance indicators that determine success

• Client aspirations – business goals

• Economic data 

• Customer data

• Products and services

• Organization structure

• Brand perception

• Market strategy and positioning

• Tools and technologies in place

The discovery process is conducted by an inter-disciplinary team of retail 
strategists tasked with becoming intimately familiar with your organization. 
Interviews are held vertically and horizontally across your company to gain 
a 360-degree view of your enterprise. The result is not only an objective 
assessment of where you are today, but a portrait of how your customers 
see you, competitive strengths and weaknesses, obstacles, opportunities 
you are leveraging and others you may be missing.

Step 1

dis • cov • er   [dih - skuhv - er]
–verb (used with object)

1.  to see, get knowledge of, learn of, find, or find out; 
gain sight or knowledge of (something previously 
unseen or unknown).

2.  to notice or realize:  I discovered cross-channel 
capabilities are essential to my success.

3.  Archaic . to make known; reveal; disclose.



FACILITATED 
BRAINSTORMING
The next logical step in the engagement is brainstorming – sitting down and 
talking about where you are today, and where you want to be tomorrow.  

CrossView retail strategists lead a frank, open discussion with key 
contributors across your enterprise. The goal is to articulate and examine 
ideas pertaining to how customers interact with you, the types of customer 
experiences you seek, what you do well as an organization, shortcomings, 
aspirations, conflicts, resource requirements.

Exploration areas include:

• Strategic vision and direction

• Capabilities

• Customer feedback

• Metrics

• Ways customers are engaged

• Value proposition

• What you do well – what can be done better

• Channel conflict

• Strengths and weaknesses

• Priorities

• Barriers to success

• Technical and business process initiatives required to bring the strategy 
to fruition

• Interdependencies

Feedback is documented and distilled into a comprehensive database that 
will inform the overall strategy recommended for your enterprise. It not only 
provides an up-close look at organizational aspirations, but also offers a view 
of disconnects that may exist across your organization and an opportunity to 
close these gaps.

Step 2



CROSS-CHANNEL AUDIT Competitive Gap Analysis

CROSS-
CHANNEL 
CAPABILITIES

YOU COMPETITOR 
1

COMPETITOR 
2

Buy Online, 
Pickup In-store, 
Same Day

No No No

Free Ship 
to Store No 5-8 Bus. days 2-5 Bus. days

Enhanced Ship 
to Store $$$ No No

2 Bus. days: 
$10.99

Next Bus. 
day: $21.99

Endless Aisle

No

Can search 
other stores 

& DCs to 
place order

Ship from other 
store: Yes
Order from 
Web: No

Ship to Store 
Order Tracking No No Yes

Returns in 
Any Channel No Yes Yes

Designated 
Pickup Area No Customer 

Service
Customer 
Service

Allow Alternate 
Person Pickup No Yes No

Pickup 
Requirements N/A

Order 
Confirmation, 

Photo ID

Order 
Confirmation, 

Photo ID

The next step is an in-depth audit of customer experiences across all sales 
channels. This is an examination of how your customers interact with you 
and your brand. It extends across all relevant sales channels – in-store, 
e-commerce, and call centers, mobile, social media.  

Areas our retail strategists analyze include:

•   All facets of the in-store experience (returns, merchandising, signage, 
transaction policies)

•   Consistent practices

•   Nomenclature – Do you, for instance, use the same terminology to 
reference or name merchandise across different channels?

•   Flexibility

•   Rewards/loyalty programs

•   Assessment of analytics

•   Conversion rates and shopping cart abandonment

•   Effective use of mobile and social media

•   Personalization tactics

•   Marketing campaigns – success and failure rates

•   Merchandise accessibility

•   Hold/wait times

Our retail strategists closely examine what works well and where improve-
ments may be needed from a customer experience point of view. A compet-
itive analysis is conducted providing insight into how your enterprise stacks 
up against primary and secondary competition, using customer experi-
ence as the measure. Strengths and weaknesses are identified, along with 
competitive differentiators and industry best practices. A gap analysis is 
conducted highlighting deficits and opportunity areas.

Step 3



RECOMMENDATIONS
The engagement culminates with the presentation of a detailed 
set of cross-channel strategy recommendations assembled by 
CrossView retail strategists. 

A tiered set of channel-specific recommendations are informed by:

•   Close examination of customer expectations

•   SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) 
analysis, including:

      •   Mobile and social media
      •   Analytics
      •   Recommendations and reviews

•   Industry best practices

•   Enterprise goals and objectives

•   Competitive analysis

•   User experiences

What Are They Thinking? 
Best-in-Class Points of  View
Home Depot Inc. runs a complex business, attracting 
more than eight million visitors per week to HomeDepot.
com, while operating 2,200 store locations.

“Consumers expect Home Depot to solve their problems 
either in-store or online ... Our goal is that there is zero 
channel conflict with a consumer.” 

– Hal Lawton, President, Home Depot Online 

“We know that 60% of our U.S. store sales are influenced 
by our customers’ experience on bestbuy.com”

– Brian Dunn, CEO, Best Buy

“The most important thing is to always put the customer 
first, regardless of the channel.“

– Glen Senk, CEO, Urban Outfitters

“At Target, cross-channel shopping in which guests 
engage with us both in-store and online, is growing faster 
than either distinct channel.” 

– Kathryn Tesija, Executive Vice President of 
Merchandising, Target

Step 4



The Age of Smart Shoppers – and Intelligent Retailers

CrossView Insight

At the end of the day, an effective cross-channel 
strategy will enable you to keep pace with 
customer expectations and anticipate their 
requirements. The reality is that customers 
haven’t changed, but the tools and opportunities 
to acquire goods are different now.  

Today, retailers must be good listeners, hearing 
customers and leveraging what’s learned to 
help consumers shop when and how they 
want. It’s crucial to show that you know your 
customers by providing a more personalized 
shopping experience.  

This extends not only to what the consumer 
buys, but how they shop -- whether it is in the 
store or online, remembering their preferred 
payment methods and receipt types, and 
providing personalized assortments. The payoff 
in personalization is profitability.

Customer analytics is one of the most effective 
ways to create a more personalized shipping 
experience. It’s how retailers can see, hear and 
better understand customers. Analytics enable 
you to create a single view of the customer, 
regardless of the channel through which 
the customer interacts; identify variations in 
purchasing patterns; and, ultimately, know the 
customer more intimately.

•   Do they primarily shop online or in the store?
•   Are they male or female?
•   Are they members of the rewards program?
•   Do they have a store credit card?
•   How frequently are they engaging with   

your brand
•   How often do they spend?  
•   What is their lifetime value?

These are just a few of the questions you can 
ask to better understand your customers – and 
answer with analytics.  

With realtime insights across the business, you 
can optimize merchandising and marketing.  
You can rapidly identify the popularity of 
particular product lines, predict upcoming 
demand and adjust the supply chain to help 
ensure timely delivery of the right amount of 
stock to the right stores. Prices can be tailored 
to align with demand, as well as inventory 
levels; targeted marketing programs can be 
developed; and pre-emptive action can be 
taken to avoid shipment delays, inventory 
shortfalls or surpluses and other such problems. 

The possibilities are infinite.



Mobile:  Calling All Retailers ... Should You Answer? 

CrossView Insight

Mobile is transforming the shopping experience 
faster and more profoundly than any other 
technology. Consider the fact that the web 
influences more than half of all purchases 
today. You can be sure that the bulk of this 
traffic is coming from smartphone-wielding 
shoppers accessing ratings, reviews, product 
availability information and pricing.  

Close to 70% of mobile shoppers surveyed 
by Foresee Results said they used their 
smartphones to visit a store’s website while 
actually in the retailer’s physical store, 
and 46% used their phones to access a          
competitor's website.

What’s a retailer to do? Slap together a mobile 
app? Shrink the web store to accommodate 
on-the-go demand? Not surprisingly, many 
retailers in their haste to leverage the technology 
are going to market without a real strategy 
Forrester Group research shows that 62% of 
retailers surveyed either don’t have a mobile 
strategy or are only in the early stages of 
developing a game plan.  

But one thing is certain – a cohesive strategy 
is essential. Keep in mind, mobile is not a 
standalone channel. Smart retailers are weaving 
together touchpoints – and creating a seamless 
shopping experience. A mobile strategy must 
be tightly aligned with the overall cross-channel 
strategy and the experience created in every 
other interaction with customers.

Consider these statistics*: 

•   270+ million mobile phones are in use in the 
U.S. –  32 million Americans have cut their 
landline and only have a mobile phone. 

•   More texts than calls are placed every 
month. The average person sends 357 
texts each month versus 204 phone calls. 

•   33% of respondents have used their 
phone to access a retailer website, and 
an additional 26% indicated they plan to 
access retailer websites or mobile apps by 
phone in the future.

•   56% of shoppers who used their phones   
did so to compare price information,     
while 46% of shoppers used their phones 
to compare different products to look up 
product specifications.

•   69% of mobile shoppers used their phones 
to visit the store’s own website while in 
physical stores, and 46% also used their 
phones to access a competitor’s website.

•   Shoppers rate their satisfaction with retail 
websites significantly higher than their 
satisfaction with mobile apps and sites.

•   Shoppers that are “highly satisfied” with a 
mobile experience say they are 30% more 
likely to buy from that retailer online and 
30% more likely to buy offline.

* Report on Mobile Shopping, Foresee Results



Conclusion

As retail rebounds and the freeze on consumer spending thaws, many retailers 
view the future with apprehension and relief, as well as excitement and uncertain-
ty. What will the future bring – and at what pace? How can I position myself for 
success – grow sales, better serve customers, and spend marketing dollars more 
efficiently and to greater gain?

The deep traction mobile and social media have gained at such an acceler-
ated pace illustrates the speed with which emerging technologies and new 
touchpoints can spring forward. While there’s no predicting what the future holds, 
one thing is certain – investing in a cross-channel strategy and the underpinning 
technology is no longer an option. It is an imperative. An investment in a unified 
sales environment is an investment in customers, in their satisfaction, and in 
growth – both today and tomorrow.

CrossView can help you build and execute a strategy that not only enlivens sales, 
but helps you forge deeper, closer connections to your customers.

We can help you build and execute a strategy that not only enlivens sales, 
but helps you forge deeper, closer connections to your customers.



To learn more about CrossView’s Cross-Channel Playbook, contact:
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